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Loneliness affects all genders and ages.  

Loneliness is with us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, exaggerated by 
weekends and bank holidays. Especially depressing is the dark ‘Festive 
Season’. In my case, I may suffer from SAD [Seasonal Affective Disorder]. 
Depression is just one symptom of loneliness. Being isolated means there’s 
no spaces to meet or just be in company of others. You have to just stand at 
the supermarket queue to see the little old ladies who only visit the shop for a 
talk with the checkout assistants. Another consequence are not leaving the 
house, as there’s nowhere to go. This means isolated people become unfit or 
develop illnesses both physical and psychological. East Kilbride, from my 
personal widely travelled work life experience is especially designed to 
promote loneliness. 

My Story 

From my ‘EK Mens Sheds’ leaflet, [Ref 1 enclosed] despite still presenting 
with classic symptoms of pancreatitis, I suffered a second near-fatal acute 
attack. Unfortunately, this occurred on my 50th birthday, and mid-career 
change. Two years later, when I was able to resume employment, I was 
‘unemployable’ [Ref 1. ibid]. I was also very much on my own, even though 
living in an urban conurbation. My friends and neighbours had either died or 
moved away. Then I resolved to find or start a ‘men’s group’ for guys in a 
similar positions to myself. Locally I encountered problems with [the ladies of] 
the local press and no public noticeboards. However, my advert on Gumtree 
attracted 500 views, but two responses, indicating there is an interest in South 
Lanarkshire Sheds. 

Men’s Sheds 

Then I came across the Men’s Sheds movement via the Internet. At the time, 
October 2013, the Aberdeen Westhill Shed was the only Scottish Shed. In 
November 2013, the UK Men’s Shed organiser, Mike Jenn, came up for the 
Monklands [Airdie] Shed start-up conference. From there the Glasgow Area 
Men’s Sheds group formed. 

 



What are Men’s Sheds?’  

Sheds are spaces where men can meet and interact together. As I point out in 
my enclosed leaflet, there’s nothing for men [guys over 18 years], apart from 
the ubiquitous pub and bookie culture. However, nowadays you can stay in 
and get your drink delivered direct online. Most men are socialised via their 
employment and family. Any breaks or changes in these circumstances can 
lead to isolation and then loneliness.  

Professional Community Workers  

A major problem facing the Men’s Sheds movement in Scotland is that 
professional community workers are predominately female. This was obvious 
at the Monklands Shed meeting. Of the approx. 50 attendees, only 12 were 
male – including potential Shedders. Thus Men’s Sheds are being created to 
female professional and personal stereotypes of ‘their’ men being significantly 
over 65 and slightly senile.  

I have personally encountered this ageist attitude from intern female 
community workers through to their female senior managers. Further, 
professionally run Men Sheds reflect professional attitudes in that Sheds 
could provide potential new income streams via large grants for 
administration, expensive accommodation and expensive tools for their men. 
These prerequisites are presented to funding bodies before any men are 
recruited, or Shedders wishes or needs consulted on! Worse, these 
professionally led Sheds are only open professional hours, ie. 9 - 5, 5 days a 
week, excluding bank holidays.  

I’ve noticed professionally run Sheds that only open at best, 5 afternoons a 
week. Hardly worth bothering with if you’re an isolated man. Also a colossally 
inefficient way of ameliorating loneliness! The accepted Scottish Men’s Sheds 
Association notion that Sheds are for all men over 18 is undermined by the 
profession model which is for men ‘over 65’s’, even over 75’s only! This 
ensures that men attending will be confined to a very small group of 
controllable bodies, unable to engage, exchange skills and experiences with a 
younger and wider society. Further, this very patronizing isolating professional 
Men’s Shed model is unsustainable due to inherent expenses. 

Sustainable Sheds 

The Irish Men’s Sheds movement advocates an organic model where they 
strongly advise that Irish Men’s Sheds be literally built by their Shedders.  
Entering into rental agreements are usually fatal for Sheds, as the Sheds 
merely become fund raising devices solely for their rents. The video ‘Better 
Shed Than Dead’ [Ref 3] states that of 200 Irish Sheds, only 1 has a rental 



agreement, which it is trying to exit. The others advocate a ‘caretaker’ 
agreement where the Shedders maintain their Shed space in lieu of rent.  

Unlike ‘allowed’ access in a professionally run Shed, a Shedder-built Shed is 
open when it’s Shedders need it. It exists to carry out Shedders interests. 
Most Shed tools and equipment are donated, again keeping costs down. 
Sheds also encourage life skills eg. cooking. Some guys - if separated or 
widowed - might not know how to boil and egg or work a microwave. 
Professional support to set up and maintain Sheds is provided by central male 
run national Shed associations as in Australia, Ireland and now in Scotland. 

Isolated and Unvalued 

Male experiences and skills are unvalued. Unemployment in mature males is 
further exacerbated by the feminization of the recruitment sector. One 
Scoittish university HR department I checked had 50 staff. The head was 
male. Of his 49 staff, only 7 were identifiably male by name. This percentage 
pattern, often worse, is repeated across the employment agencies. When a 
volunteer in a charity shop, I was ‘defriended’ as my [younger] female 
manager had ‘a problem working with someone who knew things’. Basically, 
young females will have issues employing older males who could be their 
grandfather. Another issue will be female recruiters who have grown up in 
family units either without males or positive male models. 

Unvalued Statistics 

The 2010, the DWP stated that 18% of all employable men over 50 will 
experience at least one gap in employment of 2 years or more. In August 
2014, around 40.8% of over-50s on Jobseeker’s Allowance have been 
claiming for 12 months or more, which is substantially higher than the overall 
rate (30.2%) [Ref 1].  This is part of the ‘aging society’ issue which has been 
ignored for the last 4 decades.  

Sheds as Symptoms of Isolation 

Men’s Sheds have spread rapidly across Scotland over the last year or so. 
The recent HNS Scotland JIT [Joint Improvement] Team research report [Ref 
4] points out there’s about 50 known Sheds in Scotland – up from 3 last year. 
This points out that there is a demand for Sheds in Scotland. The demand is 
led by the [Shedders], who usually start and build their own Sheds in a 
sustainable and cost effective manner. Their main cited motivation is 
loneliness, followed by building a community. 

Charles Miller 

11 March 2015 
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